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Introduction:

In this project, the idea of Prepaid Energy using microcontroller and Zigbee protocol has been introduced. This concept provides a cost efficient manner of electricity billing. The present meter billing systems are discrete, inaccurate, costly and slow. They are also time and labor consuming. The major drawback of traditional billing system is inaccurate payment by the customer. This drawback is reduced by using a prepaid meter which is based on the concept "Pay first and then use". Prepaid meter billing systems also reduce the errors made by humans while taking readings to a large extent. The reading from the Energy meters is passed to a microcontroller. The data is suitably processed and sent to a PC, at the Main Station, using Zigbee communication. The recharge is done by issuing prepaid coupon to the customers. Every coupon has a Unique Recharge Number. The Customer has to send the message with the unique no (recharge R##X) to the main station. At the Main Station, on receiving the message, the account of that particular customer will be credited with the Amount. Each customer’s usage on electricity will be continuously monitored through the data received from the Zigbee, and according to the power consumed, the amount will be deducted from the customer’s account, and the customers will be updated regarding the usage details, by sending SMS like low balance please recharge, zero balance please recharge, or load temporarily switched OFF due to over load using a GSM Module. A Buzzer is used as an alarm to indicate the users when the recharge amount reaches a Zero and during over load. At the consumer section Relay is used to cut off the supply from the loads on reaching a Zero Balance and also when there is an overload.

Objectives:

- To Design and develop Intelligent Prepaid System for utilities. Enables the supplier to provide effective services and customer with efficient management of their resources.
- This system helps in DIGITATION of entire process of distribution, revenue collection, excess and unauthorized consumption of services.
- In RURAL areas this system has additional benefit of reducing the power losses and enables integrated power generation, distribution, revenue collection all in rural areas. This will also enable lot of entrepreneurship to be developed in rural areas.
- To minimize the human prone errors by introducing a new system of “PREPAID ENERGymETERING USING ZIGBEE”.
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• To reduce the losses occurring due to *unpaid and overdue bills* by the users.
• Benefits both consumers and utilities as it helps Users consume resources more *efficiently* and improve their *management of budget*, on the other hand they reduce financial costs and losses to the firm.
• Altogether to design a system that eliminates the billing delay, removes cost involved in disconnection/reconnection, *enables controlled use of energy*, and help customers to save money through better energy management.

**Methodology:**

The proposed system introduces a new method of meter reading electronically and transmitting to headquarters for further processing. This helps in reducing the manual errors that occur in the present meter reading systems.

• Meter reading system can be used to take readings for different utilities such as Electricity, Water, Gasoline (LPG, CNG) etc.,
• Let us consider an example of Electricity; here we are connecting the Energy Meter between main supply and load, by which Microcontroller will be able to measure the energy units consumed by the consumer.
• The Microcontroller computes the amount of energy consumed. Then the calculated values are transmitted instantaneously via ZIGBEE to the MAIN STATION and the necessary updates are performed in the DATA BASE of the consumer.
• Consumer can recharge his account by using PREPAID COUPONS/ELECTRONICALLY VIA smart phone or by net banking.
• Since this is a Prepaid System, based on the amount of recharge made by the customer and the available balance present in customer’s account, PC will compute the net amount, with which consumer would be able to utilize energy supply further.
• The consumers will get a message, which has information regarding the balance available and amount of energy consumed through a GSM module. The same data is sent to the microcontroller via ZIGBEE, which will be displayed on the LCD display.
• The MAIN STATION monitors the power consumption of the consumers periodically, if the balance amount reaches below the prescribed Minimum value, an SMS will be sent to the Mobile number, which has been registered by the consumers via GSM indicating low balance.
• If the balance reaches Zero, a signal will be sent to microcontroller to cut off the supply and an SMS to the consumers indicating this cut off. At the consumer section a breaking circuit is implemented to cut off the supply between main and load.
• If there is an overload i.e., whenever the consumers try to access excess supply beyond the limits, Microcontroller will cut off the main supply to the load using Relay. And an SMS will be sent to the registered customer Mobile number indicating Overload.
Results and conclusions:

In the present work Wireless Meter reading system is designed to continuously manage and monitor the Meter reading and helps them to conserve Energy. The design of Smart Meter using GSM technology facilitate the users to pay for the Electricity bill before consumption and an arrangement is also made to notify the users regarding their usage details and also when the balance goes low in their account with the help of GSM Modem. This system has been proposed as an innovative solution to the problem faced in utilities system. Since a microcontroller based system is being designed, the readings can be continuously recorded and maintained in the database. The advantages of Prepaid Energy Meter are it reduces human labor, there is no need to chase for payments, and at the same time increase the efficiency in calculation of bills for used electricity. Prepaid energy meter is more reliable and user friendly.

Scope for future work:
- This system can also be implemented for water, gasoline etc.,
- This system also enables utilization of internet of things.
- Recharge can be done by online payment.
- Tampering of meter can be detected and appropriate message can be sent to the supplier.